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Disclaimer
The Consultation Paper has been prepared by the Victorian Government in consultation with the
Minister for Industrial Relations for the purposes of public consultations to inform the Victorian
Government’s development of Fair Conduct and Accountability Standards for the on-demand
workforce. The Paper has been prepared solely for that purpose.
This Consultation Paper may be of assistance to you but the State of Victoria, employees and agents
of the Victorian Government, the authors of the paper and those who assisted the authors in its
preparation make no representation or warranty concerning the accuracy of the paper and take no
responsibility for any third-party reliance on it.
This Consultation Paper may not cover all relevant legislation and general law principles, nor is
it a substitute for professional legal advice. Moreover, because this Paper is for the purposes of
consultation only, it contains generalisations about the application of legislation. Some provisions
referred to have exceptions or important qualifications. In most cases, the particular circumstances
of the conduct need to be taken into account when determining the application of the law to that
conduct.
This Consultation Paper is based on information provided by third parties who participated in the
Inquiry, on information included in the Inquiry’s Report and a review by the authors and those who
assisted in the preparation of the Paper of relevant literature. While the State of Victoria and the
authors of the paper have where possible sought to verify information, including where noted in
the paper, they make no representation or warranty either express or implied as to the accuracy,
completeness, reasonableness or reliability of information provided by third parties and accept no
liability for use or publication of this information.
The State of Victoria, the authors of the paper and those who assisted the authors do not guarantee
that this Consultation Paper is without flaw of any kind and disclaim all liability of any kind, including
without limitation for any error, loss, damage or other consequence which may arise from any use
of or reliance on any information in the Consultation Paper. This disclaimer applies to the maximum
extent permitted by law and to any claim, action or liability including, without limitation, in tort,
negligence or statute.
While every effort has been made to ensure the currency, accuracy and completeness of the content
in this Consultation Paper, we endeavour to keep the content relevant and up to date and reserve the
right to make changes as required.
Acknowledgement of Country
The Victorian Government proudly acknowledge Victoria’s Aboriginal peoples as the traditional
custodians of the lands on which we live and work. We pay our respects to them and their Elders
past, present and future, and honour their unique relationship to Country. We hope that our work
contributes towards a positive future for the Aboriginal community.
Accessibility
This document is available as a PDF and in an accessible format on the Engage Victoria website
(https://engage.vic.gov.au/inquiry-on-demand-workforce).
If you have any accessibility issues with this document, please email Industrial Relations Victoria at
irv.info@dpc.vic.gov.au or call the Victorian Government Contact Centre on 1300 366 356 (the
National Relay Service is available as a phone solution for people who are deaf or have a hearing or
speech impairment, please visit www.communications.gov.au/accesshub).

Message from
the Minister for
Industrial Relations
The Victorian Government established the Inquiry into the Victorian
On-Demand Workforce in late 2018. This Inquiry was a national first. It was
evident to the Victorian Government that a critical knowledge gap had
to be closed. At the time there was very little reliable information on the
conditions and status of workers in Victoria engaged by or with platforms.
The Inquiry was led by Natalie James (former Fair Work Ombudsman),
supported by a policy team within Industrial Relations Victoria,
Department of Premier and Cabinet. The Inquiry forensically and
extensively examined work facilitated by digital platforms that matched
workers and clients via apps.
In June 2019, the Inquiry released the results of independent research
which found that in Victoria, 13.8 per cent of those surveyed had
undertaken platform work at some time, with 7.4 per cent doing so at the
time of the survey or in the previous 12 months. We discovered that the
size of this workforce is far larger than previous Australian estimates had
suggested. The research was also conducted prior to the impacts of the
pandemic, and it is quite possible that the size of the platform workforce
has since expanded, in areas such as transport of goods and healthcare.
The Inquiry Report was released in July 2020. It provided the first
comprehensive and considered review of the on-demand or ‘gig’
workforce carried out by any government in Australia.
The Victorian Government Response to the Report, released in
May 2021, provided support, in full or in principle, for each of the Inquiry’s
20 recommendations.
The Victorian Budget 2021-22 included $5.25 million in funding support
to begin implementing the response. Preliminary work has commenced
to implement recommendations 13 and 14 of the Report: to develop
standards to foster fairer conditions for non-employee on-demand
workers and greater operational transparency by platforms. This is
necessary, as the Inquiry found platform arrangements were frequently
opaque, and the current national system of work laws and associated
regulatory framework is not fit-for-purpose for this expanding workforce.

During this consultation process we welcome input from platforms, the
broader business community and employer and industry associations,
unions and workers, academics and others in the Victorian community.
The aim is to consider the establishment of shared standards on:
•

consultation on work status and arrangements;

•

parties’ relative ‘leverage’ or bargaining power;

•

fair conditions and pay;

•

fair and transparent independent dispute resolution;

•

worker representation, including the ability to seek better work
arrangements; and

•

safety.

Some platforms have already introduced measures to establish
standards and improve benefits for non-employee on-demand workers.
We look forward to working with these businesses, and many other
platforms to develop and establish the proposed standards.
This initiative by the Victorian Government will assist and support gig
or non-employee on-demand workers who often have little bargaining
power, and sometimes few options to earn a decent income in a
precarious and insecure work environment. It is a further building block
by this Government to support secure working arrangements in the
Victorian community.
The insights and information that we ask you to share will assist the
Victorian Government to effectively regulate, support and meet the needs
of both non-employee on-demand workers and businesses, while not
compromising on fairness or stifling innovation and entrepreneurship.

Tim Pallas, MP
Minister for Industrial Relations
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Glossary
ACCC

Australian Competition and
Consumer Commission

ACL

Australian Consumer Law

Charter

World Economic Forum created the
Charter of Principles for Good Platform Work

Safety Principles

Food Delivery Platform Safety Principles

FW Act

Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth)

IC Act

Independent Contractors Act 2006 (Cth)

Inquiry

Inquiry into the Victorian On-Demand
Workforce

IRV

Industrial Relations Victoria

Non-Employee
On-demand worker

This term is used to refer to independent
contractors that work for platforms. In other
words, workers who would not satisfy the
common law definition of “employee”.

On-Demand Worker

The term on-demand worker includes both
employees and non-employees that work for
platforms

ODFC Act

Owner Drivers and Forestry Contractors Act
2005 (Vic)

OHS Act

Occupational Health and Safety Act 2004 (Vic)

Report

Report of the Inquiry into the Victorian
On-Demand Workforce

Response

The Victorian Government Response to the
Report of the Inquiry into the Victorian
On-Demand Workforce

Standards

Fair Conduct and Accountability Standards

TAC

Transport Accident Commission

VSBC

Victorian Small Business Commission

WIRC Act

Workplace Injury Rehabilitation and
Compensation Act 2013 (Vic)
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Part 1:
Background, context
and next steps
1

Introduction

1

Insecure work is not a new phenomenon. We know that employers
sometimes need to scale their workforce up and down to meet
changing demand and circumstances. In addition, some nonemployee on-demand workers (or ‘independent contractors’)
operate genuine, autonomous businesses, carrying a degree of
risk, balanced against the flexibility and profits that they hope to
generate. The ability to operate flexibly, while exercising choice
over one’s working arrangements, is highly valued by some nonemployee on-demand workers.

2

However, insecure work is problematic for the Victorian community
more broadly if it is too heavily relied upon and used to substitute,
or undermine, ongoing and more secure forms of employment.
The extent and impact of these insecure working arrangements
can have outcomes for workers that include financial insecurity,
difficulty planning and saving for the future, and stress (including in
the management of working time and family commitments). Many
workers in this position would prefer more ongoing or permanent
forms of work.1

3

The emergence of platforms and their use of business
arrangements that, for the most part, operate beyond the reach
of long-standing beneficial work laws has focused the Victorian
Government’s attention on the need to balance flexibility for
businesses and consumers with protections for workers.

4

In September 2018, the Victorian Government established the
Inquiry into the Victorian On-Demand Workforce (the Inquiry) led
by Ms Natalie James, the former Fair Work Ombudsman.

1

A Forsyth, Victorian Inquiry into the Labour Hire Industry and Insecure Work: Final Report,
Department of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources, State Government
of Victoria, 2016, p. 14, accessed 10 March 2021.
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5

To support the Inquiry, the Victorian Government commissioned
research, Digital Platform Work in Australia – Prevalence, Nature
and Impact.2 Released in June 2019, the resultant survey found
that 13.1 per cent of persons in Australia (Victoria 13.8 per cent)
have at some time undertaken platform work, and 7.1 per cent
(Victoria 7.4 per cent) were currently working (or offering services)
through a platform or had done so in the previous 12 months. This
survey demonstrated that the size of the on-demand workforce in
Australia was much larger than previous estimates suggested.

6

The Inquiry also consulted broadly, engaging with businesses
(including platforms), unions, workers, academics, community
organisations and the broader community, Victorian and
Commonwealth government departments and agencies, and
regulators.3

2

P McDonald, P Williams, A Stewart, R Mayes and D Oliver, Digital Platform Work in Australia:
Prevalence, Nature and Impact, Melbourne, Queensland University of Technology, The
University of Adelaide and the University of Technology Sydney, report to the Victorian
Government Department of Premier and Cabinet, 2019.

3

The Inquiry received 94 written submissions and consulted more than 200 participants.
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7

The Inquiry reported to the Minister for Industrial Relations, Tim
Pallas, MP on the conditions and status of workers working with or
for platforms. The Report of the Inquiry was published on 15 July
2020. It made 20 recommendations for change that are directed at:
•

clarifying and codifying work status – to reduce doubt about
work status and applicable worker entitlements, protections,
and obligations

•

streamlining advice and support for on-demand workers,
especially where work status is borderline

•

providing fast-track resolution of work status so that workers
and businesses do not operate with prolonged doubt about the
laws that apply

•

providing for fair conduct for on-demand workers who are not
employees by establishing fair conduct and accountability
standards

•

improving remedies for non-employee workers, recognising that
existing avenues to challenge the fairness of arrangements are
limited, including under the Independent Contractors Act 2006
(Cth)

•

enhancing enforcement to ensure compliance with work laws,
including where sham contracting has occurred, and giving
a regulator the ability to intervene to address borderline work
status matters.

8

On 13 May 2021, the Minister for Industrial Relations announced the
Victorian Government’s support for all 20 recommendations of the
Report, in full or in principle. A copy of the Victorian Government’s
response can be accessed on the Victorian Government Engage
Victoria website.4

9

The Victorian Budget 2021-22 includes $5.25 million in funding
support for work to start on implementing the Victorian
Government’s response.5

4

Victorian Government, Response to the Report of the Inquiry into the Victorian OnDemand Workforce, accessed 30 September 2021.

5

Victorian Government, Backing workers in our gig economy every step of the way [media
release], Victorian Government, 13 May 2021, accessed 30 September 2021.
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10

The Inquiry, and many people who participated in the Inquiry’s
consultations, called for change to be led at a national level
through reforms to national work laws. The Victorian Government
fully supports this recommendation. It will continue to advocate
for strengthened and improved national laws. However, it is
noted that a national approach to reforms for the benefit of ondemand workers may take time to develop or not eventuate at all.
Consequently, the Victorian Government will explore opportunities
to cooperatively engage with the other States and Territories to
develop consistent standards.

2

Proposed Fair Conduct and
Accountability Standards

11

The Victorian Government notes that many platforms engaging
non-employee on-demand workers expressed a strong
desire during the Inquiry to establish fair standards, including
those relating to: consulting workers on aspects of their work
arrangements; implementing dispute resolution procedures; and
improving benefits for workers, albeit, with the proviso in some
cases that a worker’s presumed legal status as an independent
contractor6, is not jeopardised.

12

Australians have seen the devastating impact that insecure
work can have in times of crisis, such as during the height of the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. For workers who are in
insecure forms of work, the pandemic created a dilemma forcing them in some cases to choose between self-isolation
and reduced financial capacity, or their own and broader
community health. Some on-demand workers have been
greatly impacted. Others have played an important role in
helping the community to respond to how we have had to live
and work to limit the effects of coronavirus (COVID-19). For
instance, many businesses have been able to deliver services
and goods to people who are self-isolating and have been able
to come up with flexible and innovative ways of working. This
has benefits for both business and the broader community.

6

We refer to independent contractors throughout this paper as ‘non-employee workers’.
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13

Recognising that there are sound commercial reasons for Victorian
businesses to use on-demand arrangements, such as when
managing fluctuations in consumer or business demand, concrete
actions are nevertheless needed – workers need greater certainty
about the key terms and conditions governing the valuable work
that they do.

14

The Victorian Government has indicated support in its response to
the Inquiry Report for developing standards, on:
•

consultation about work status and arrangements

•

consideration of parties’ leverage or bargaining power

•

fair conditions and pay

•

fair and transparent independent dispute resolution

•

worker representation, including the ability to seek better work
arrangements, and

•

safety.

3 Purpose of consultations
15

In accordance with the Inquiry recommendations, the Victorian
Government is developing Fair Conduct and Accountability
Standards (Standards) to underpin the working arrangements
between platforms7 and non-employee on-demand workers
(engaged by platforms as ‘independent contractors’). The Victorian
Government is proposing to introduce Standards. It is intended that
the Standards contain high level principles only.

16

The Victorian Government intends to broadly consult to develop
the Standards to provide fairer conditions for non-employee ondemand workers and improve platforms’ transparency.

17

At a critical time when the Victorian community, workers,
businesses and the economy look to rebound from the worst
impacts of coronavirus (COVID-19), the Victorian Government
will carefully consider and balance the costs and benefits of the
proposed Standards in developing them.

7

It is intended the Standards will apply to those platforms enabling work to be accessed
through or organised by their digital platform, which matches workers and clients or
customers via internet platforms or ‘apps’ (see definition of platforms, Inquiry Report, p. 11).
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18

The Victorian Government is also very mindful that the steps
taken to contain the spread of coronavirus (COVID-19) have
significantly affected women and their paid and unpaid work.
Given the Victorian Government’s commitment to addressing
gender inequality at work, it is proposing to include gender equity
standards for fair conditions and pay to improve the position of
women workers in the gig economy.

19

The Victorian Government is now seeking contributions and
information from the community through this consultation process
on the proposal to develop the Standards.

20

Input is sought on:

21

•

the proposed subject matter and content of the Standards

•

approaches that may be adopted to assess, encourage and
incentivise compliance with the principles (including audits
or possible benchmarks that could assist with evaluation of
compliance with the principles)

•

the benefits of the Standards, coupled with incentives to
encourage their take-up

•

the potential impact of the Standards, such as the transferred
costs to workers or consumers caused by continued uncertainty
about work status for all participants, and whether the
Standards impose a level of regulation on platform businesses
that is proportionate to the harms they are intended to diminish

•

whether the Standards will have an impact on competition
between businesses and/or assist to level the playing field.

The Inquiry Report considered in detail the case for introducing
these Standards, and so this paper does not seek to revisit those
considerations. Section 6 of this paper sets out a high-level
summary of some of the issues and possible content of each of
the proposed standards. In developing the proposed standards,
we have drawn on a range of sources, including the Report, the
Fairwork Principles for Gig Work (Oxford Internet Institute), the
Charter of Principles for Good Platform Work (World Economic
Forum) and Germany – Crowdsourcing Code of Conduct. A
summary of these sources is at Annexure A to this paper. This
paper also poses some questions for consideration and
response by interested workers and their representatives,
platforms, industry representatives and other members of the
broader community.
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22

The Inquiry and Victorian Government consultations were greatly
assisted by high levels of cooperation from all participants in the
on-demand workforce and economy. The Victorian Government is
committed to working with all participants and interested members
of the community to implement the Inquiry’s recommendations,
with the aim of providing more certainty, choice and fairness for
on-demand workers and businesses alike.

4 How to make submissions
23

The Consultation Paper includes questions that submitters may
wish to respond to, and issues to consider. You may wish to address
some, or all, questions in this paper, comment on the key areas to
be covered by the Standards or issues of most interest to you or
your organisation, or provide other feedback.

24

You are invited to share information or your experiences, provide
examples or case studies from working, operating a business or
otherwise participating in the gig economy.

25

Submissions or information may be provided via the Engage
Victoria website: on-demand-Standards. You can make your own
written submission or use the online (template) form.

26

Submissions will be published unless there is a request for partial
or full confidentiality. Text may be redacted in some submissions
before publishing them to remove personally identifying details, to
comply with the Privacy and Data Protection Act 2014 (Vic), or to
remove potentially offensive or defamatory material.

27

Submissions may be made by 4 February 2022.
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Part 2:
Development of the
Proposed Standards
5 Matters to be considered in
developing the Standards
5.1

Balancing costs and benefits

28

While industry codes and standards can help businesses to
improve their practices, they also place additional obligations and
requirements on them. In its response to the Inquiry, the Victorian
Government recognised the contribution platforms make to the
economic and social fabric of the community and the need for
a cost impact analysis of proposals to implement the Inquiry’s
recommendations.

29

The costs and benefits of introducing the Standards will be
comprehensively considered and carefully balanced, including the:
•

benefits to workers, businesses, the economy and community
more broadly of clear and improved standards for nonemployee on-demand workers

•

extent to which regulation may place a burden on platforms
and other businesses and/or whether they go some way to
levelling the playing field between platforms and non-platform
businesses

•

ability of platforms to remain competitive and to provide work
for many Victorians

•

consideration of the impacts, particularly for small and
emerging businesses, so that Standards do not unduly stifle
innovation, and

•

other factors that may offset the impact on businesses, such as
the ability of platforms to minimise and transfer costs and risks.
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30

31

8

Potential benefits for industry include:8
•

enhanced reputation and business practices

•

a marketing advantage for businesses, who can present
themselves as meeting industry best practice

•

consistency across the economy or industry

•

greater stakeholder and investor confidence in the industry, and

•

reduced customer dissatisfaction and complaints.

Potential benefits for non-employee on-demand workers include:
•

providing a key source of information about their rights and
obligations

•

greater transparency and consultation about workplace
arrangements, including work status, pay and conditions

•

more efficient avenues to resolve disputes or concerns

•

better access to representation and opportunities to
meaningfully engage with platforms, and

•

improved safety outcomes.

Consumer Affairs Victoria, About voluntary industry codes of conduct, CAV [website],
6 March 2021, accessed 27 September 2021.
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5.2

Assessing impacts of the Standards

32

A broader impact assessment will be undertaken for the Standards
(including consideration of the expected cost and benefit impacts
of the proposed standards as set out above).

33

Impact assessments are used to develop policy and provide a
foundation for effective regulation. They ensure that in developing
policy Victorian Government considers the:
•

nature of the policy problem or case for action and who will
be affected

•

outcomes, or objectives, sought as a result of government action

•

most feasible options for delivering the desired outcomes

•

likely effects of implementing the proposed options

•

value of the benefits achieved by implementing Standards as
far as they respond to the problems and improve outcomes,
including those of benefit to the community by improving safety
on the road or in workplaces

•

unintended or indirect effects, such as whether businesses are
likely to pass on the costs to consumers

•

views of businesses, workers, unions and members of the
community on these types of matters, and

•

economic, social and gender impacts of the Standards.

5.3

Maintaining competition among businesses

34

The differences between traditional and non-employee
on-demand business models led submitters to the Inquiry from
a range of sectors, including transport, hospitality and caring
services, to challenge whether there is a level playing field for
businesses competing with platforms that engage non-employee
on-demand workers.

35

Platforms that engage non-employee on-demand workers are
not subject to the same workplace regulations and need not
meet the same minimum standards with which businesses
engaging employees must comply. In so doing, platforms avoid
significant costs and complexity, and transfer risk. As a result,
they may enjoy a competitive advantage over businesses with an
employee workforce.
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36

As the Inquiry noted, concerns have been raised about work
arrangements, when work status is ‘borderline’ and workers
cannot be clearly identified as an employee or non-employee
(or independent contractor). Ensuring the legitimacy of
arrangements used by platforms will assist in creating a more
level playing field for businesses.

37

The Standards are also aimed at creating greater transparency
about work arrangements, which will benefit workers, consumers
and businesses.

5.4

Support and protections for non-employee ondemand workers

38

The Standards aim to provide protections for non-employee ondemand workers who do not enjoy the rights and entitlements that
employees do. As identified by the Inquiry (and discussed further
below), many on-demand workers are young, students and/or
migrants, some perform entry level roles, or jobs that do not require
advanced educational qualifications or training. The Standards
seek to encourage platforms to further improve their practices to
ensure work arrangements are fair and transparent.

39

Unions and employer groups have a key role to play in
disseminating information about the Standards, encouraging take
up by platforms and helping non-employee on-demand workers
and businesses to understand the Standards and what behaviours
or actions are expected.

40

The Victorian Government will consider using and publishing
guidance materials to support platforms and non-employee
on-demand workers to comply with the Standards, including
advice about how to ensure these workers know who their
representatives are and how they may be contacted.
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6 Content of the Standards
6.1

Standard 1: Consultation about work status and
arrangements

PROPOSED STANDARDS ON CONSULTATION
Platforms should apply the following standards:
1.1

Platforms and their representatives should consult and negotiate
with non-employee on-demand workers and their representatives
on work-related matters, including major changes to work
arrangements, work status or contractual terms.

1.2

Platforms should provide consultation processes, forums or
committees to allow for discussions on work-related matters to occur.

1.3 Non-employee on-demand workers should not be penalised for
raising concerns regarding work-related matters.

41

The Inquiry identified the legal status of on-demand workers
(work status) as a central and recurring issue.9 The use of this
term generally refers to how a worker is engaged – either as an
‘employee’ or a self-employed ‘independent contractor’. This
distinction is pivotal as it determines whether a broad range of
rights, entitlements and benefits apply to the worker, and also
whether the worker can access help and advice for workplace
issues. Entitlements for non-employee on-demand workers are
largely governed by agreed commercial arrangements and
guaranteed protections for these workers are few compared to
those covering employees.

42

The Inquiry found that for many on-demand workers, work
status is borderline such that they are not clearly ‘employees’ or
‘independent contractors’.10 A lack of clarity about work status can
cause difficulties for on-demand workers as it hampers their ability
to understand and enforce their entitlements. It also undermines
the capacity of businesses to operate in clear compliance with
the law.

9

N James, Report of the Inquiry into the Victorian On-Demand Workforce, report
to the Victorian Government Department of Premier and Cabinet, 2020, p. 12,
accessed 15 September 2021.

10

James, Report of the Inquiry into the Victorian On-Demand Workforce, p. 104,
accessed 15 September 2021.
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43

Evidence provided to the Inquiry indicated that most platforms
do not employ on-demand workers but engage them under
commercial ‘independent contractor’ arrangements.11 The terms
of the contract are generally dictated by the platform, and
non-employee on-demand workers do not have an opportunity
to negotiate them – they are commonly provided on a ‘take it or
leave it’ basis.12

44

Consultation between employers and employees (and their
representatives) is a key principle built into the industrial relations
framework. For example, the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) (FW Act)
promotes consultation between employers and employees (and their
representatives) and requires active engagement between parties in
certain situations. In particular, it requires that modern awards and
enterprise agreements contain provisions requiring employers to
consult employees about major workplace changes and/or changes
to regular rosters or ordinary hours of work. The Occupational
Health and Safety Act 2004 (Vic) (OHS Act) also requires employers
to consult workers (employees, independent contractors and their
employees) on health and safety issues.

45

This standard seeks to provide non-employee on-demand workers
with the opportunity to be consulted about their work status and
arrangements, including by establishing processes or bodies that
enable this discussion. Providing this opportunity should help nonemployee on-demand workers to express views they may have
about the true character of their arrangements and to seek to
influence the terms and conditions relating to their work.

QUESTIONS ON CONSULTATION
Question 1:

The proposed standards on consultation set
out best practices and processes for consultation
with non-employee on-demand workers, do you
agree?

Question 2:

Should anything else be included or altered in the
standards on consultation?

11

James, Report of the Inquiry into the Victorian On-Demand Workforce, p. 107,
accessed 15 September 2021.

12

James, Report of the Inquiry into the Victorian On-Demand Workforce, p. 66,
accessed 15 September 2021.
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6.2

Standard 2: Consideration of parties’ relative ability
to change outcomes or bargaining power

PROPOSED STANDARDS ON PARTIES’ BARGAINING POWER
Platforms should apply the following standards:
2.1

Platforms should ensure that the terms and conditions of the
applicable contract are clear and able to be understood by
non-employee on-demand workers. Platforms should also ensure
that the terms and conditions are consistent with the nature of the
actual engagement.

2.2 Platforms should establish a process with non-employee on-demand
workers to assess whether a work contract is fair, for example:
•

are the risks associated with platform work distributed fairly
between the platform and non-employee on-demand workers?

•

is liability for damage arising in the course of the performance of
work for platforms treated or distributed fairly?

2.3 After consulting with non-employee on-demand workers on the
fairness of existing work arrangements, platforms should consider
amending the work contract or consider other ways to mitigate risk
for both parties.
2.4 Platforms should set up processes so that non-employee on-demand
workers may challenge decisions made by platforms which affect
their terms and conditions of work.
2.5 Non-employee on-demand workers should be provided a process for
responding to an allegation or finding that a worker has breached
terms and conditions of their contract.

46

One of the key themes that arose from the Inquiry was the power
imbalance between platforms and many non-employee ondemand workers. While the evidence showed that a diverse range
of people seek work on digital platforms, low-leveraged workers are
prominent in platform work.13 Low-leveraged workers may perform
entry level roles, or jobs that do not require advanced educational
qualifications or training (and may be young, students and/or
workers with a culturally and linguistically diverse background),
with little or no ability to meaningfully negotiate with platforms

13

James, Report of the Inquiry into the Victorian On-Demand Workforce, p. 187,
accessed 15 September 2021.
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(or in the labour market more generally) over key terms and
conditions of their engagement. The Inquiry also found that lowleveraged workers are more reliant on platform work as they have
few options to earn income and often face higher competition for
work.14 With few alternatives, low-leveraged workers may be more
likely to accept structurally precarious work arrangements where
they have little control over their workplace terms and conditions.15
47

In contrast, platforms have a high level of leverage in determining
the labour arrangements used in their business.16 Non-employee
on-demand workers that are engaged on a non-employment
basis do not enjoy the same entitlements and protections that
accompany employment. Crucially, this means that the minimum
standards and rights that employees have in relation to collective
bargaining do not apply. As discussed in section 6.1 above,
non-employee on-demand workers are often presented with a

14

James, Report of the Inquiry into the Victorian On-Demand Workforce, p. 47,
accessed 15 September 2021.

15

James, Report of the Inquiry into the Victorian On-Demand Workforce, p. 47,
accessed 15 September 2021.

16

James, Report of the Inquiry into the Victorian On-Demand Workforce, p. 66,
accessed 15 September 2021.
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‘take it or leave it’ standard form contract arrangement, with
no ability to negotiate any improvements to their working
arrangements. Platforms are also generally able to adjust terms
unilaterally, with little notice and without consultation.17 Some
workers reported that they could not access further work from the
platform unless the amended terms were accepted.18 The Inquiry
found that platforms have taken the ‘fullest advantage’ of their
bargaining power to frame arrangements with non-employee ondemand workers so as to maximise their agility, responsiveness
and discretion, whilst minimising their own risks.19
48

There are currently few pathways for non-employee on-demand
workers to seek to change or challenge their terms and conditions.
One method is to seek a remedy for unfair contract terms – either
under the Independent Contractors Act 2006 (Cth) (IC Act) or
the Australian Consumer Law (ACL). Under the IC Act, a party to
a contract can apply for a court to review the contract on the

17

James, Report of the Inquiry into the Victorian On-Demand Workforce, p. 66,
accessed 15 September 2021.

18

James, Report of the Inquiry into the Victorian On-Demand Workforce, p. 67,
accessed 15 September 2021.

19

James, Report of the Inquiry into the Victorian On-Demand Workforce, p. 186,
accessed 15 September 2021.
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ground that it is harsh or unfair. The court can order that all or
part of the contract be set aside or varied. Under the ACL, a term is
automatically void (not valid) if a court determines it to be unfair.20
49

The Inquiry noted that it is not clear that these remedies are fit-forpurpose, particularly for low-leveraged workers.21 It is noted that
since the publication of the Inquiry Report, the Commonwealth
Government has proposed amendments to the ACL to alter the
unfair contracts regime, including by making unfair contract
terms unlawful, introducing civil penalties and giving courts more
flexibility to determine an appropriate remedy.22 The Victorian
Government will consider any amendments made to the ACL when
finalising the content of the Standards.

50

The content of this standard will focus on minimising power
imbalances between a platform and its non-employee on-demand
workers, particularly when establishing and maintaining terms and
conditions. The standards also seek to curtail unfair contract terms.

QUESTIONS ON BARGAINING POWER
Question 3:

The proposed standards on bargaining power set out
best practice processes to minimise power
imbalances between a platform and its non-employee
on-demand workers, do you agree?

Question 4:

Should anything else be included or altered in
the standards on bargaining power?

20

A term is ‘unfair’ if it (a) would cause a significant imbalance in the parties’ rights and
obligations arising under the contract; (b) is not reasonably necessary in order to protect
the legitimate interests of the party who would be advantaged by the term; and (c) would
cause detriment (whether financial or otherwise) to a party if it were to be applied or relied
on. See Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth), Schedule 2, s 24. Applies to ‘consumer
contracts’ and ‘small business contracts’.

21

James, Report of the Inquiry into the Victorian On-Demand Workforce, p. 172,
accessed 15 September 2021.

22

Australian Government, Treasury, Treasury Laws Amendment (Measures for a later sitting)
Bill 2021: Unfair contract terms reforms – Exposure Draft Explanatory Materials,
accessed 30 September 2021.
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6.3 Standard 3: Fair conditions and pay
PROPOSED STANDARDS ON FAIR CONDITIONS AND PAY
Platforms should apply the following standards:
3.1 Platforms should provide non-employee on-demand workers with key
information in writing about what they will earn and their conditions
of work, so that they can make an informed decision about whether
to accept work.
3.2 Platforms should commit to providing fair and decent remuneration
and conditions for the performance of work. This might be
implemented by, for instance, publishing typical average take home
earnings, which are benchmarked against the minimum wage.
3.3 Platforms that apply penalties where non-employee on-demand
workers accept work but do not complete the job or gig, should
provide these workers with clear and accessible information about
when such measures might be taken.
3.4 Platforms should proactively review algorithms and work practices
to ensure that they operate in a gender non-discriminatory way.
This might be implemented by, for instance:
•

reviewing women’s and men’s average hourly take home
earnings or earnings per assignment (where the assignment is
comparable) to identify if there is a gender pay gap, and if it is
found, taking steps to close it

•

reporting publicly on the gender earnings gap for non-employee
on-demand workers.

3.5 Platforms should: implement policies and procedures to prevent
discrimination (for example, on the basis of race, sex, disability);
take reasonable and proportionate measures to eliminate such
discrimination, sexual harassment and victimisation; and provide
clear support and complaints processes for non-employee ondemand workers who experience any such matters.
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The Inquiry looked at a range of matters relating to the pay and
conditions of on-demand workers. It found that most platform work
is undertaken under independent contracting arrangements and is
remunerated based on the completion of an outcome or task.23

52

This is in contrast to Australia’s workplace relations system for
employees which (subject to a few exceptions such as for piece
work) is underpinned by hourly rates of pay with minimum rates
derived from a modern award, an enterprise agreement or the
federal minimum wage.

53

Non-employee on-demand workers are not covered by these
minimum rates of pay, and also do not have access to the 11 ‘safety
net’ minimum entitlements set out in the National Employment
Standards in the FW Act.

54

While the Inquiry found that some non-employee on-demand
workers were well remunerated (particularly workers with formal
professional or trade qualifications), others reported earning less
than the ‘federal minimum wage’.24 The survey commissioned by
the Victorian Government found that of the on-demand workers
who were able to estimate their hourly income, 14.8 per cent were in
wage brackets near or below the minimum wage.25

55

The Report canvassed the difficulties in calculating an on-demand
worker’s hourly payment, to compare it with minimum hourly
rates for employees.26 This is because most on-demand workers
are paid per completed task, rather than for the hours worked.
Further, ‘real time’ worked (for example, waiting time between jobs)
may not always be factored into calculations and on-demand
workers also often have substantial work-related costs to cover,
such as transport between jobs, tools and equipment, supplies,
insurance premiums, and vehicle costs.27 Noting it is difficult to
make an accurate comparison between the true take home pay
of non-employee on-demand workers and the minimum wage for
employees, the Inquiry observed nonetheless that it is a common
reference point when considering the adequacy of non-employee
on-demand worker earnings.28

23

James, Report of the Inquiry into the Victorian On-Demand Workforce, p. 57,
accessed 15 September 2021.

24

James, Report of the Inquiry into the Victorian On-Demand Workforce, p. 61,
accessed 15 September 2021.

25

McDonald et al, Digital Platform Work in Australia: Prevalence, Nature and Impact, p. 42.

26

James, Report of the Inquiry into the Victorian On-demand Workforce, p. 57,
accessed 15 September 2021.

27

James, Report of the Inquiry into the Victorian On-Demand Workforce, p. 57,
accessed 15 September 2021.

28

James, Report of the Inquiry into the Victorian On-Demand Workforce, p. 56,
accessed 15 September 2021.
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Victoria’s Owner Drivers and Forestry Contractors Act 2005
(ODFC Act) provides an example of how benchmark rates of pay
for non-employee workers, taking account of worker costs, can
be developed. Under the ODFC Act, rates and costs schedules
are published which set out the typical hourly costs of running
an owner driver business based on the type of vehicle a driver
operates. Rates and costs schedules do not set minimum rates of
pay but are a tool to help owner drivers and hirers understand the
typical operating costs of an owner driver business. They apply to
both platform and non-platform owner drivers.

57

Research recently commissioned by the Victorian Government on
the Gendered Dimensions of Digital Platform Work has also found
that platform work tends to produce unequal outcomes based
on gender.29 This study found that women who undertake digital
platform work earn less than men (based on both their annual
and hourly earnings), platform work is segregated by gender, and
women’s caring responsibilities restrict their ability to complete
platform work which in turn affects their earnings and contributes
to women on-demand workers earning lower rates of pay than ondemand workers who are men.30

58

Further, the research also found that significant numbers of
on-demand workers experience and/or observe discrimination
or harassment while working.31 It concluded that compared
to traditional employment, on-demand work increases risk of
exposure to gendered and racial violence, coupled with limited
access to mechanisms for redress.32 Gendered-based violence
was also highlighted in a 2020 survey which saw almost half of
the women drivers surveyed reporting that they experienced
sexual harassment while working, and that several drivers
experienced racism.33

29

P McDonald, R Mayes, T Obst, P Williams, M Khan, Gendered Dimensions of Digital Platform
Work, report to the Victorian Government Department of Premier and Cabinet, Queensland
University of Technology, 2021, p. 2.

30

McDonald et al, Gendered Dimensions of Digital Platform Work, p. 2.

31

McDonald et al, Gendered Dimensions of Digital Platform Work, p. 6.

32

McDonald et al, Gendered Dimensions of Digital Platform Work, p. 31.

33

Transport Workers’ Union, Submission No. 30 to the Inquiry into impact of technological
and other change on the future of work and workers in New South Wales, p. 13 and
Transport Workers’ Union and Rideshare Driver Co-Operative Survey, 12 March 2019.
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The standard on fair conditions and pay aims to: improve the
pay and conditions of workers by increasing transparency, assist
women non-employee on-demand workers to be paid the same
amounts as men, provide clear benchmarks for fair pay and
conditions and ensure that non-employee on-demand workers
receive a fair income after their costs are accounted for.

QUESTIONS ON FAIR CONDITIONS AND PAY:
Question 5:

Do you agree that the proposed standards set
out measures to be taken to improve the pay
and conditions of non-employee on-demand
workers, including by providing clear
benchmarks for fair earnings?

Question 6:

Should anything else be included or altered in
the standards on fair conditions and pay?
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6.4 Standard 4: Fair and transparent independent
dispute resolution
PROPOSED STANDARDS ON FAIR AND TRANSPARENT
DISPUTE RESOLUTION
Platforms should apply the following standards:
4.1 Platforms should provide non-employee on-demand workers with
access to a clear and accessible procedure or mechanism for
resolving performance management concerns or disputes and to be
represented in those processes.
4.2 Platforms should afford non-employee on-demand workers
procedural fairness and the opportunity to respond to complaints
made about them before action is taken to restrict a worker’s access
to work on the platform (including for example by suspension or
deactivation34 of their account).
4.3 Platforms should set up processes so that non-employee on-demand
workers may challenge decisions which affect their earnings or
access to the platform, for example:
•

when the platform or customer refuses to pay these workers for
services performed

•

where a platform wishes to suspend or deactivate these workers
from gaining work from the platform.

4.4 Platforms should not treat non-employee on-demand workers
detrimentally if they choose to raise a concern via the dispute
resolution process or challenge a decision made by the platform.
4.5 Platforms should keep confidential matters raised in dispute
resolution processes.
4.6 Platforms should deal with disputes in a reasonable time frame.

34

By deactivation we mean when a worker’s access to a platform is inactive and they are
unable to obtain work.
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The Inquiry considered a range of platforms’ dispute resolution
policies and processes. It found that many platforms have dispute
resolution policies in place, covering both customer-worker
disputes and platform-worker disputes, and that procedures for
dispute resolution are evolving.35 However, the Inquiry heard that
many workers felt that their platform’s dispute resolution process
was unclear, unfair and sometimes capricious.36 The Inquiry also
found that non-employee on-demand workers find it challenging
to resolve concerns or disputes with platforms and that applicable
policies can result in them losing access to work on the platform,
temporarily (e.g. suspensions) or permanently, without access to
independent review or procedural fairness.37 The survey identified
that only 40.7 per cent of on-demand workers felt they receive
adequate support to resolve disputes over payments or tasks.38

61

Separate to a platform’s internal processes, non-employee
on-demand workers do not have a clear right to dispute resolution
or review of decisions made by platforms.39 Remedies for
disputes for non-employee on-demand workers are regulated
by commercial law and largely provide relief against unfair
arrangements. As considered earlier in this paper, under the IC
Act and the ACL non-employee on-demand workers can ask
a court to review a contract on the grounds that it is ‘unfair’ or
‘harsh’. However, the Inquiry found that these unfair contracts
remedies are confusing in their operation and interaction with
respect to non-employee on-demand workers, offer very confined
and limited relief, and are not sufficient to ensure fairness in work
arrangements. 40

35

James, Report of the Inquiry into the Victorian On-Demand Workforce, pp. 72, 77,
accessed 15 September 2021.

36

James, Report of the Inquiry into the Victorian On-Demand Workforce, p. 72,
accessed 15 September 2021.

37

James, Report of the Inquiry into the Victorian On-Demand Workforce, p. 71,
accessed 15 September 2021.

38

James, Report of the Inquiry into the Victorian On-Demand Workforce, p. 72,
accessed 15 September 2021.

39

James, Report of the Inquiry into the Victorian On-Demand Workforce, p. 71,
accessed 15 September 2021.

40

James, Report of the Inquiry into the Victorian On-Demand Workforce, p. 165,
accessed 15 September 2021. See also paragraph 48 above which discusses the
Commonwealth Government’s proposed amendments to the ACL.
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Dispute resolution between non-employee on-demand workers
and platforms can also be conducted by the Victorian Small
Business Commission (VSBC).

63

There are other targeted dispute resolution options for some nonemployee on-demand workers. For example, under the ODFC Act,
owner drivers, forestry contractors and hirers can contact the
VSBC to arrange low-cost alternative dispute resolution (including
mediation and consent arbitration) if disagreements arise.
Disputes that are not resolved by the VSBC may be referred to the
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal for determination.

64

This standard will seek to ensure that non-employee on-demand
workers have access to fair and transparent independent dispute
resolution that facilitates resolution of issues relating to matters
such as, suspensions and deactivations, penalties, changes to
terms and conditions, payment issues and disciplinary actions.

QUESTIONS ON FAIR AND TRANSPARENT
DISPUTE RESOLUTION:
Question 7:

Do you agree that the proposed standards provide
best practices and processes for resolving
disputes between platforms and non-employee
on-demand workers in a fair, transparent and
independent manner?

Question 8:

Should anything else be included or altered in the
standards on fair and transparent dispute
resolution?
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6.5

Standard 5: Non-employee on-demand worker
representation, including the ability to seek better
work arrangements

PROPOSED STANDARDS ON REPRESENTATION FOR NON-EMPLOYEE ON-DEMAND
WORKERS
Platforms should apply the following standards:
5.1 Platforms should allow non-employee on-demand workers to freely
associate to pursue improved terms and conditions relating to their
work arrangements.
5.2 Platforms should allow non-employee on-demand workers to
collectively discuss and advocate for changes or improvements to
work arrangements, where such action is permitted by law.
5.3 Platforms should recognise and engage with non-employee ondemand workers and their representatives collectively, where
permitted by law.

65

As canvassed earlier in this paper, some non-employee ondemand workers are low-leveraged and are not well positioned
to engage with platforms to resolve disputes or seek improved
arrangements.41 Evidence provided to the Inquiry also suggested
that these workers are vulnerable to exploitation in relation to their
employment arrangements and entitlements.42

66

Worker representatives have played significant roles in advocating
for and achieving improved workplace terms and conditions. The
importance of worker representation is ever present for employees
and supported by the FW Act, which enables employees to be
represented at work. The FW Act provides for the involvement of
employee representatives in the workplace, most notably during
the enterprise bargaining process or during disputes arising
under modern awards or enterprise agreements. It also provides
representatives with rights for entry to the workplace in certain
circumstances and consultation provisions in modern awards and
enterprise agreements require employers to engage with employee
representatives. In addition, Victorian legislation provides for

41

James, Report of the Inquiry into the Victorian On-Demand Workforce, p. 172,
accessed 15 September 2021.

42

James, Report of the Inquiry into the Victorian On-Demand Workforce, p. 52,
accessed 15 September 2021.
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representatives in the workplace. For example, the OHS Act ensures
a role for employee representatives relating to workplace health
and safety, and the ODFC Act also provides for representation of
owner driver contractors in joint negotiations with principals and in
dispute resolution processes.43
67

Not all of these rights and entitlements extend to non-employee
on-demand workers. In particular, non-employee on-demand
workers face barriers to collective representation and organisation
due to the application of competition laws. Non-employees are
generally unable to automatically ‘bargain’ or negotiate as a
group. The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission
(ACCC) has recently introduced a ‘class exemption’ which allows
small businesses (with turnover less than $10 million) to form a
bargaining group and collectively bargain with principals without
breaching competition laws. To be covered by the exemption,
businesses within the bargaining group must give the ACCC a
completed Collective bargaining class exemption notice form
which provides basic details about the group and the proposed

43

Owner Drivers and Forestry Contractors Act 2005 (Vic), s 1(c), s 25, s 36.
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collective bargaining.44 The notice form must also be provided to
any target businesses the group proposes to negotiate with (in this
context, the target business is the relevant platform). Once this
notice has been lodged, each business in the group that meets the
eligibility criteria has immediate and automatic protection from
potential liability from competition laws.
68

However, obtaining the exemption only protects the businesses
from being in breach of some competition laws. It does not require
the platform to engage in negotiation or ‘come to the table’.
Independent contractors also do not have any entitlements to
take lawful industrial or other actions to compel participation or
encourage compromise, without authorisation by the ACCC.

69

This standard aims to encourage and support non-employee
on-demand workers to be represented and to enable them to
freely associate with one another. It supports the establishment of
processes for non-employee on-demand workers to voice concerns
about their working arrangements and seek better terms and
conditions relating to their work. This standard seeks to encourage
platforms to collectively bargain with non-employee on-demand
workers, when lawfully possible.

QUESTIONS ON REPRESENTATION FOR NON-EMPLOYEE
ON-DEMAND WORKERS
Question 9:

The proposed standards should enable nonemployee on-demand workers to be represented and
freely associate with one another, do you agree?

Question 10: Should anything else be included or altered in the
standards on representation for non-employee
on- demand workers?

44

See further: Australian Competition and Consumer Commission, Collective Bargaining
Class Exemption [website], 3 June 2021, accessed 27 September 2021.
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6.6 Standard 6: Safety
PROPOSED STANDARDS ON NON-EMPLOYEE ON-DEMAND WORKERS’ SAFETY
Platforms should apply the following standards:
6.1 Platforms must, so far as is reasonably practicable, provide and
maintain a working environment that is safe and without risks to
health of non-employee on-demand workers, to the extent that the
platform has control over those matters and also that persons are
not exposed to health and safety risks arising from the conduct of
the business.45
6.2 Platforms must have policies in place to eliminate or minimise health
and safety risks including:
•

managing accidents and injuries

•

taking action to prevent gender-based violence.

6.3 Platforms should promote health and safety objectives, and must
provide information, instruction and training to their non-employee
on-demand workers about health and safety policies and best
practices to enable those workers to perform their work in a way
that is safe and without risks to health, so far as is reasonably
practicable.
6.4 Platforms must consult their non-employee on-demand workers
on safety matters over which the platform has control so far as is
reasonably practicable.46
6.5 Where non-employee on-demand workers do not have access to
statutory workers’ compensation schemes, platforms should have
insurance policies in place to compensate workers for loss of income
if they are unable to work due to a work-related injury and should
provide clear information about the coverage of these insurance
policies.
6.6 Platforms should have clear guidance for non-employee
on-demand workers about how to apply for compensation if injured
while working.

45

This is also a requirement under section 21 of the OHS Act and cannot be delegated. It
should be noted that this type of obligation not only extends to employees, but to the
employees of non-employee workers (independent contractors) (see section 21(3)). The
duty to manage risks for people other than employees affected by the conduct of the
undertaking is found in section 23 of the OHS Act.

46

While these standards only apply to non-employee platform workers, it is a requirement
under section 35 of the OHS Act that employers also consult with employees, non-employee
workers and their employees who are directly affected by an employer’s undertaking.
Section 35 of the OHS Act outlines which matters an employer must consult about.
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The Inquiry noted some uncertainty about how workplace health
and safety laws and accident and injury insurance apply to nonemployee on-demand workers.47 There are a wide range of health
and safety risks for non-employee on-demand workers, depending
on the nature of the work that they perform. For example, risks may
be present for non-employee on-demand workers who spend time
‘on the road’ or those who need to enter the customer’s home to
perform services.

71

In Victoria, the OHS Act provides a broad framework to reduce
work-related illness and injury. Among its objects are to eliminate
risks to, and secure the health, safety and welfare of employees
and other persons at work.48 The Victorian Workplace Injury
Rehabilitation and Compensation Act 2013 (Vic) (WIRC Act),
establishes the WorkCover scheme to provide for workers
compensation and rehabilitation for workers who are injured or
become ill as a result of work.49

72

Both frameworks provide obligations and protections to employees,
and both, in different ways, extend certain entitlements and
obligations to non-employee on-demand workers.50 However,
as the Inquiry noted, there is much complexity and uncertainty
about whether, and how, the OHS Act and WIRC Act apply to nonemployee on-demand workers.51

73

The OHS Act imposes on businesses various health and safety
duties to their independent contractors (and any employees of
those independent contractors) – including to ensure, so far as
reasonably practicable, that the workplace is safe and without
risks to health and safety in relation to matters over which it
has management or control.52 The variety and complexity of
arrangements between platforms and their non-employee
on-demand workers can make it difficult to identify where
management control begins and ends.53 Platform businesses

47

James, Report of the Inquiry into the Victorian On-Demand Workforce, p. 115,
accessed 7 September 2021.

48

Occupational Health and Safety Act 2004 (Vic), s 2(1)(a) and (b).

49

See Workplace Injury Rehabilitation and Compensation Act 2013 (Vic), s 10.

50

Workplace Injury Rehabilitation and Compensation Act 2013 (Vic), Schedule 1;
see also for example Occupational Health and Safety Act 2004 (Vic), s 21(3)(a), (b).
James, Report of the Inquiry into the Victorian On-Demand Workforce, p. 116,
accessed 26 November 2021.
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Occupational Health and Safety Act 2004 (Vic), s 21(3)(b).
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James, Report of the Inquiry into the Victorian On-Demand Workforce, p. 117,
accessed 7 September 2021.
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also have a duty under the OHS Act to consult with employees
about health and safety so far as is reasonably practicable. This
consultation obligation also applies to non-employee on-demand
workers performing work for a platform in relation to matters over
which the business has control.54
74

WorkCover and other insurance coverage for non-employee ondemand workers in Victoria is also patchy.55 Under the WIRC Act,
non-employee platform workers may in certain circumstances be
deemed to be covered by that Act.56

75

For the purposes of the WIRC Act, multi-platforming by nonemployee on-demand workers (switching between platforms which
offer services in the same sector) can make it difficult to know
whether thresholds requiring a level of dedicated service to a single
platform will be or are being met. In other circumstances, if it is
construed that the non-employee on-demand worker is providing
services for the benefit of a third party rather than the platform, the
requirements in the Act may not be met.

76

If non-employee on-demand workers are involved in a transport
accident, those who are not covered by the WIRC Act may
be entitled to compensation under the Transport Accident
Commission (TAC) scheme.57 However, as noted in the Report the
TAC scheme does not cover cyclists unless a motor vehicle is
also involved.58

54

WorkSafe Victoria, Guide for workers: Consultation, representation and resolving health
and safety issues, accessed 1 October 2021. See also Occupational Health and Safety Act
2004 (Vic), s 35(2).

55

James, Report of the Inquiry into the Victorian On-Demand Workforce, pp. 96, 121-123,
accessed 7 September 2021.

56

Workers may be covered by the WIRC Act if they contract with a platform and perform at
least 80 per cent of the work under the contract personally, and within a financial year,
that contract accounts for at least 80 percent of the income they derive from that sort of
work. If they are found to be genuinely running their own business, workers may still not be
eligible for benefits under the WIRC Act despite meeting those thresholds: Workplace Injury
Rehabilitation and Accident Compensation Act 2013 (Vic), Schedule 1, Cl 9.

57

Transport Accident Commission Act 1986 (Vic), s 35.
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James, Report of the Inquiry into the Victorian On-Demand Workforce, p. 126,
accessed 7 September 2021.
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Many platforms now provide accident or injury insurance or
recommend insurance products to non-employee on-demand
workers.59 The extent of that coverage is not uniform, however.60
The insurance cover available to non-employee on-demand
workers can depend on the platform the worker happens to be
working with and may change if the worker transitions between
platforms across the working day.61 If an incident or accident
occurs, non-employee on-demand workers may understandably be
confused about what benefits or support they might be entitled to,
who to contact for assistance and how to make a claim.
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This standard will seek to assist platforms and non-employee ondemand workers to understand and comply with their workplace
health and safety obligations. Consistent with obligations under
OHS laws, the Standards will also require that platforms provide
non-employee on-demand workers, so far as it is reasonably
practicable, a working environment that is safe and without risks
to health, and that persons are not exposed to health and safety
risks arising from the conduct of the business (as is required under
health and safety laws). The standard will require platforms to
inform non-employee on-demand workers about the insurance
policies in place to compensate these workers for loss of income
if they are unable to work due to an injury or accident and how to
access such supports.

QUESTIONS ON SAFETY:
Question 11:

Do you agree that the proposed standards assist
platforms and non-employee on-demand workers
to understand and comply with their workplace
health and safety obligations?

Question 12: Should anything else be included or altered in
the standards on non-employee on-demand
workers’ safety?

59

James, Report of the Inquiry into the Victorian On-Demand Workforce, p. 122,
accessed 7 September 2021.

60

James, Report of the Inquiry into the Victorian On-Demand Workforce, p. 123,
accessed 7 September 2021, and may be less than all benefits that they might have under
Transport Accident Commission Act 1986 (Vic) and WIRC Act.
James, Report of the Inquiry into the Victorian On-Demand Workforce, p. 124,
accessed 7 September 2021.

61
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Recent Developments
79

The Victorian Government welcomes recent initiatives to
strengthen safety practices for food delivery on-demand workers.

80

Food delivery platforms DoorDash, Menulog, Deliveroo and
Uber Eats have recently established Food Delivery Platform
Safety Principles (Safety Principles).62 The Safety Principles
mirror work health and safety duties owed by platforms, and
set out standards for safety policies and procedures, training
and information, access to personal protective equipment, and
consultation and incident reporting and investigation.63 The
Standards being developed by the Victorian Government will be
informed by these Safety Principles.

81

In December 2020, the Victorian Government’s Road Safety
Strategy 2021–2030 was launched.64 It includes a targeted initiative
to improve the safety of food delivery riders.65 This important
work is being led by the Victorian Department of Transport. The
Victorian Government is engaging with industry to understand how
well safety considerations are embedded in food delivery work.66

82

Safe Work Australia is also developing national work health and
safety guidance for the food delivery industry.67 At a meeting of
Work Health and Safety Ministers in May 2021, it was agreed to refer
work on promoting and strengthening safety education in the food
delivery sector to Safe Work Australia. Work on compliance and
enforcement initiatives in relation to food delivery platforms has
also been referred to the Heads of Workplace Safety Authorities.68

83

The Victorian Government will consider these recent developments
and initiatives when finalising the content of its own Standards.

62

Deliveroo, Deliveroo foodscene, accessed 8 September 2021.

63

Deliveroo, Deliveroo foodscene, accessed 8 September 2021.

64

Victorian Government, Tackling trauma as Victorians return to the roads [media release],
Victorian Government, 20 December 2020, accessed 10 September 2021.

65

Victorian Government, Tackling trauma as Victorians return to the roads,
accessed 10 September 2021.

66

Department of Transport, Road Safety Action Plan 2021-2023 [website], 2021,
Victoria State Government, p. 15, accessed 27 September 2021.

67

Attorney-General’s Department, Work Health and Safety Ministers Meetings Communiqué
– 20 May 2021, Australian Government, 2021, p .2.
Attorney-General’s Department, Work Health and Safety Ministers Meeting Communiqué,
p. 2.
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Part 3:
Administering the
Standards
7

Regulatory Framework

7.1

The national workplace system and the relationship
between Commonwealth and State laws

84

The national workplace relations system regulates work
arrangements for most employees and employers in Australia.
This ‘Fair Work’ system is underpinned by federal legislation –
namely the FW Act. The FW Act is also supported by regulatory
bodies including the Fair Work Ombudsman and the Fair Work
Commission.

85

The FW Act mainly governs relationships between employees
and employers although it also applies to a limited extent to nonemployees, such as ‘independent contractors’, ‘outworkers’ and
‘outworker entities’ (as defined). It provides for the terms and
conditions of employment, and the rights and responsibilities of
employers, employees and organisations.69

86

The IC Act is another Commonwealth Act that regulates
independent contractors. It is designed to promote freedom of
contract and limit the ability of States to confer on independent
contractors the kinds of rights, liabilities, obligations and
entitlements that are typically bestowed on parties in an
employment relationship.70

87

The Inquiry Report recognised that Victoria’s ability to legislate
for non-employee on-demand workers is affected by the
comprehensive national regulatory framework provided for by the
FW Act and the IC Act.

69

Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth), s 4(1).

70

Independent Contractors Act 2006 (Cth), ss 3(1)(a), 3(1)(c), 7(1).
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88

Victoria has the ability to legislate on a range of workplacerelated matters such as occupational health and safety, workers
compensation, long service leave, labour hire providers, prevention
of discrimination and equal opportunity protections, owner drivers
and forestry contractors, and child employment.

89

The Standards being contemplated by the Victorian Government
are to apply to platforms which engage non-employee on-demand
workers. In developing the Standards, consideration has been
given to Victoria’s ability to introduce legislation with respect to
non-employee on-demand workers and platforms, in light of the
constitutional limitations outlined in the Inquiry Report. That is in
accordance with section 109 of the Commonwealth Constitution,
Victoria may only pass laws that are not directly inconsistent with
Commonwealth laws and do not intrude on the ‘field’ intended to
be covered by them.71

90

Platforms may be able to demonstrate that they support the
Standards with policies, procedures and agreements.

71

James, Report of the Inquiry into the Victorian On-Demand Workforce, p. 179.
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7.2

Introduction of the Standards

91

The Victorian Government is proposing to introduce Standards.
Platforms will be expected to put these Standards into practice.
This would be an important first step, as there is limited regulation
and guidance about workplace standards for non-employee ondemand workers engaged by platforms. It is anticipated that the
Standards will set out high-level requirements. Further guidance
about each standard may be included in documents supporting
their implementation.

92

The Victorian Government will also consider options to assure
compliance with the Standards as well as measures to increase
take up of them across platforms, subject to constitutional limits.
The use of incentives will be explored as a tool to reward platforms
who apply the Standards. It is also likely that the Victorian
Government will maintain a public record of platforms who have
signed up to the Standards, to create consumer awareness and
publicly recognise those businesses that choose to take steps to
improve conditions for their non-employee on-demand workers.

93

In developing the model, the Victorian Government will further
consider the following aspects of a proposed regulatory model:

94

•

how the Standards are to be administered

•

whether there should be any processes for handling complaints
about the application of the Standards

•

should there be consequences for any failure to implement
these Standards

•

an independent review of compliance with the Standards

•

support for platforms to meet the Standards

•

timeframe to review the Standards.

Platforms must also continue to comply with their legal obligations
under all relevant laws.
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8 Next steps
95

The Victorian Government will develop the Standards over the next
six months in consultation with platforms, the broader business
community and employer and industry associations, unions and
workers, academics, and other interested members of the Victorian
community. This consultation process will inform the final form
and substance of the Standards and their proposed application to
platforms and non-employee on-demand workers.

96

Further targeted consultations will occur in early 2022.

97

The timetable for consultations is below:
Call for submissions

December 2021

Closing date for submissions

4 February 2022

Targeted consultations

mid February/March 2022

The Victorian Government looks forward to working with all
interested parties in establishing the Standards.
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Annexure A: International
Developments
In developing the Victorian Government’s Standards, comparable
‘models’ that seek to improve arrangements for platform work have been
considered. Such similar high-level standards provide a useful touchstone
when developing the content of the Victorian Government’s Standards.

Charter of Principles for Good Platform Work
1

In January 2020, six platform companies through the World
Economic Forum created the Charter of Principles for Good
Platform Work (Charter).72 The Charter is principles-based and
sets out standards to be adhered to by platforms to improve
opportunities for workers, while continuing to provide flexibility
so that businesses can access talent with the skills they need.
The Charter is part of the World Economic Forum’s Platform for
Shaping the Future of the New Economy and Society.

2

The Charter comprises principles relating to:

72

•

Diversity and Inclusion

•

Safety and Wellbeing

•

Flexibility and fair conditions

•

Reasonable pay and fees

•

Social Protection

•

Learning and Development

•

Voice and participation, and

•

Data management.

World Economic Forum, Charter of principles for good platform work,
accessed 20 September 2021. Signatories are: Cabify, Grab, Postmates, Deliveroo,
MBO Partners and Uber Technologies, Inc.
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3

The Charter is not underpinned by a compliance or assessment
regime. Signatories commit to using ‘best efforts’ to apply
the principles (for example through policies, programs and
agreements).

4

Importantly, while acknowledging the diversity of platform work,
signatories to the Charter also recognise the benefits of setting
out principles that may be used as a basis for further action by
platforms for building good platform work. The platforms that are
signatories to the Charter acknowledge that the swift adoption of
technology and innovation in business models and the way people
are now working presents significant challenges that require the
setting of strong standards to better support workers.
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Germany – Crowdsourcing Code of Conduct
5

The Crowdsourcing Code of Conduct is a voluntary and principlesbased code which serves to guide the behaviour of platforms,
on-demand workers and end users.73 It was established in 2017
by German trade union IG Metall, the German Crowdsourcing
Association and a number of crowdsourcing platforms.74 It contains
the following 10 principles:

•

Tasks in conformance with the law

•

Clarification on legal situations

•

Fair payment

•

Motivating and good work

•

Respectful interaction

•

Clear tasks and reasonable timing

•

Freedom and flexibility

•

Constructive feedback and open communication

•

Regulated approval processes and rework

•

Data protection and privacy.75

6

The Ombuds Office of the Code of Conduct for Paid Crowdsourcing
was established to oversee the Crowdsourcing Code of Conduct.76 It
can receive complaints and assist to resolve disputes (generally by
consensus).77

73
74

Testbirds GmbH, Code of Conduct – Ground Rules for Paid Crowdsourcing/Crowdworking
[website], Munich, 2017, accessed 25 August 2021.
International Labour Organization (ILO), ‘Policy responses to new forms of work:
International governance of digital labour platforms’ (Background Paper), 2nd meeting
of the G20 Employment Working Group under the Japanese G20 presidency, Tokyo, 22-24
April 2019), pp. 6-7, accessed 25 August 2021.

75

Testbirds, Code of Conduct – Ground Rules, accessed 25 August 2021.

76

ILO, ‘Policy responses to new forms of work’, Pp. 6, 7, accessed 25 August 2021.

77

IG Metall, Report of the activities of the Ombuds Office of the Code of Conduct for Paid
Crowdsourcing, 2019, IG Metall 2020, p. 1, accessed 7 October 2020.
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Fairwork project (Oxford Internet Institute)
7

The Fairwork project has established global principles of fair work
in the platform economy, which are used to evaluate the work
conditions of participating digital labour platforms and calculate a
‘fairness’ score.78

8

The project is conducted in collaboration with organisations in
Europe, Africa, Asia, Latin and North America.79 Organisations can
register with Fairwork to establish a country chapter and provide
staff to investigate and report on platform conduct.80

9

Platforms operating within participating countries are scored
according to how well they perform against five principles of fair
work.81 Each chapter publishes a report annually, which contains
a league table ranking the performance of platforms operating in
their country.82 Country reports are publicised widely.

10

The Fairwork Principles for evaluating work conditions of platforms
include the following:
•

Fair Pay: Workers should earn a decent income and be paid on
time for all work completed

•

Fair Conditions: Workers should be protected from risks arising
from processes of work. Platforms should take proactive
measures to promote health and safety

•

Fair Contracts: Terms and conditions should be transparent,
concise and always accessible to workers. Contracts should be
consistent with the actual engagement by the platform

•

Fair Management: There should be documented due processes
for decisions affecting workers. Management processes should
be transparent and result in equitable outcomes for workers

•

Fair Representation: Platforms should provide a documented
process through which worker voice can be expressed. Workers
have the right to organise in collective bodies, and platforms
should be prepared to cooperate and negotiate with them.83

78

Oxford Internet Institute, Fairwork Principles [website], 2021, accessed 2 September 2021.

79

Oxford Internet Institute, Fairwork join the pledge - together for platform work, 2021,
accessed 2 September 2021.

80

Oxford Internet Institute, Fairwork join the pledge, 2021, accessed 2 September 2021.

81

Oxford Internet Institute, Fairwork Principles, accessed 2 September 2021.

82

See for example Oxford University, University of Manchester, Federal Ministry of Economic
Cooperation and Development (India), Fairwork India Ratings 2020: Labour Standards in
the Platform Economy, Fairwork [website], 2020, accessed 10 September 2020.

83

Oxford Internet Institute, Fairwork Principles [website], 2021, accessed 2 September 2021.

